
Polytunnel Salads

Summary: A design to put a disused polytunnel back into use and produce salad for a
farmer. The design focused on managing pests, restoring soil health and reducing water
use, while reducing inputs from outside the system by using waste products from the

house and farm. While the design was successful and productive, there were issues
with wasted produce and gaps in yield due to bolting and mildew, which were down to

experience; as well as learning from these, I now grow far more diverse and beautiful
salad for myself and my family.
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Introduction
When I moved out of the woodland into the cottage with my partner our landlord was a farmer who owned the 
surrounding land. In an overgrown field by our house was a disused polytunnel (location can be seen on the map 
on p52). When I expressed an interest in growing vegetables our landlord suggested I put the polytunnel back 
into use and sell the produce to him. I again used SADIMET for this design.

Survey
Client Interview

My landlord

During my initial conversation with my landlord he made the following points clear:

• I want salads with plenty mild tasting leaves and cooking greens for myself and my customers
• I will pay you for what I sell
• I can give you seeds and manure
• Otherwise do whatever you want and grow stuff for yourself, I just want it to be used

My landlord also gave me his observations on cultivating the polytunnel in previous years which were included in
site survey -see below. A more extensive formal survey was not possible, my landlord is busy and difficult to get 
hold of.

Myself:

As I was to take responsibility for the polytunnel I then considered my own thoughts as follows:

What do I want to get out of this project?

• Primarily a learning experience; I have never grown large amounts of salad before and have previously 
only grown vegetables in a traditional non-permaculture fashion.

• Interesting salads for myself and Geoff, all year round if possible
• Other veg that will benefit from the polytunnel environment. Particularly cucumbers and tomatoes
• A good yield, to make good use of the space

What are my resources of time and money?

• I have time every day.
• I am willing to spend a lot of time on it initially, more than would be justified by the produce as it is a 

learning experience, though I would want to decrease this after the first year.
• I am willing to spend some money on it but don't have a great deal to spare.
• I would not expect to make money on it the first year.

Site Survey (map p69)

I visited the site several times a day noting my observations. The site survey had to be completed quickly in order 
to get the polytunnel ready for the spring, so I relied on my landlord's observations on growing in previous years.

Site notes, from my own and Ben's observations:

Site

• 30m from the house
• On flat ground 
• Aligned roughly E-W
• Field occasionally floods with run off from slope above
• The water supply is from the farm well; a hosepipe runs from the nearby shed
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Microclimate

• In full sun most of the day all year, some shade on the western side on winter evenings
• Tunnel is currently acting as a wind funnel, having a chilling effect
• Various vegetables survived previous summer and winter with no attention at all

Flora & fauna

• Plants in tunnel and surrounding field are mainly couch grass, dock, thistles, nettles, creeping buttercup
• Weeds, particularly creeping buttercup, and slugs invade from the edges of the polytunnel
• There are nettles and comfrey nearby

Soil

• Soil is a silt loam
• pH 6.5
• The soil has been rotovated annually
• There are some slightly compacted areas where people have been walking
• There is still plenty still growing on compacted area, not just dock
• Field seems to drain quickly despite flooding and is not boggy; fruit bushes grow well there.
• Soil may be tired and seems low in organic matter
• There are patches of more fertile soil 

Local Climate

-70m above sea level
-800-1000mm annual rainfall 
-100-130 days of ground frost
-Growing season 240 days
-Average January temperature of 3-5oC and average July temperature of 14-16oC
-Average wind speed 10-14 knots 
-Prevailing winds W to SW, occasionally a cold E to NE wind, this occurs more often in the spring

Other Research

Not having grown salad before I did some reading on this, mainly:

Salad Leaves For All Seasons by Charles Dowding (Green Books, 2008)
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Analyse
SWOC Analysis

From my discussions with Ben and the site survey I identified the opportunities offered by the project, and its limitations:

Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Constraints

-Sheltered and sunny site
-Proven protection over winter
-Soil is not overly dry or boggy
-Nettles and comfrey near by
-Proximity to my house
-Natural water supply

-Surrounded by mulch-defying weeds
-Soil structure is poor: rotovation & 
compression
-Soil nutrients may be depleted; soil lacking 
in organic matter despite the use of large 
amounts of manure
-There are no obvious rainwater collection 
opportunities
-There are many slugs, particularly a problem 
for seedlings

-The farmer will provide some seed
-Manure and straw are available across the road
-Farmer will buy produce
-Other possible markets for produce (e.g. Local 
whole food shop)
-I can experiment and learn
-I have plenty time to devote to this project right 
now

-I have no control of surrounding land
-I have to grow what farmer wants
-The farmer would like produce soon
-I don't have much money to put towards 
the project

Resources, Inputs and Outputs

The polytunnel previously had the inputs shown above, many of which could be met from waste products from the house and farm. Resources from the house and farm include:

Well rotted horse manure is available at the farm, just across the road from the tunnel
Waste straw is also available
Cardboard and newspaper are waste products from our household and that of our neighbours
Glass bottles are posing a particular problem for us and our neighbours as there is no glass recycling near by
Waste beer from home brewing at the farm and by us
The comfrey and nettles are also an unused resource

All these waste products could be inputs to this project. The use of water and horse manure could potentially be reduced through the design. The outputs could also be better used
by composting plant waste and seed saving.



Functions

To provide year round salads and cooking greens for myself and Ben
To provide other vegetables for myself
To control weeds
To control slugs
To build up good soil structure
To maintain soil fertility
To ensure plants get enough water
To make good use of space
To have a protected space to bring on seedlings

Design
Meeting the functions

To begin the design I considered how to fulfil the functions, within the limitations and taking advantage of the 
opportunities.  Systems and elements were chosen that would serve multiple functions and that make use of 
waste products from the houses and farm. The ethics and principles were held in mind when choosing solutions 
but were not overtly used as a design tool in this case. 

Function How it can be met

Soil fertility and 
structure

-No dig beds 
-Making use of the plentiful supply of manure and green mulch material near by
-Liquid feed, again making use of the near by nettles, comfrey and horsetail
-Nitrogen fixing plants
-Deep rooted plants to relieve compaction
-Mulching paths turn to compost

Weed control -Heavily mulched paths at edges to control invasion
-No-dig beds to limit germination of annual weeds
-No bare soil: ground cover and green mulches
-Ideal would be spring to autumn mulch for perennial weeds, but due to time constraints 
this is not possible and a lot of hand weeding may be necessary the first year

Slug control -Beer traps using waste beer 
-Hand picking in the evening
-Polyculture to prevent decimation of the most tender crop, e.g.salad bowl lettuce
-Paths at edges to prevent tempting plants drawing in slugs from outside
-Copper barriers on seed tray shelves
-Sow excess seedlings to share with slugs

Protected space 
for seedlings

-Sowing area with shelves for trays
-Copper bands round the legs of the shelves to protect from slugs

Good use of space -One large bed with stepping stones
-Polyculture with stacking
-Sow thickly, use thinnings for salads

Year round greens,
other veg

-Maintaining soil fertility as above
-Polyculture with stacking
-Sowing and harvest plan to ensure stacking in time as well as space

Water -Hose from tap supplied by natural spring already in place
-Ground cover and green mulch to prevent evaporation
-Organic matter so soil retains moisture

The solutions for this design were simple and there were not many competing ideas or difficult decisions to be 
made. Once it was decided how to meet the functions I went on to materials and placement (see map p73).
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How the principles apply

While, as previously stated, the principles were not overtly used as a design tool, below is an 
example of how some of the principles were applied:

Observe & interact: Observing the issues such as soil compression and invasion or weeds 
from the edges and design to manage these e.g. paths at the edge, deep rooted plants.

Catch and store energy: Use the warm micro-climate to grow salad all year round; allow 
plants to go to seed and save seed.

Obtain a yield: Use this as a chance to learn and experiment as well as grow salad. 
Supply salad year round.

Apply self regulation and accept feedback: Reduce water use; reduce shop-bought veg and 
salad; avoid artificial fertilisers, pesticides and herbicides.

Use and value renewable resources and services: Buildnatural soil fertility; avoid use of 
fossil-fuelled Rotavator; use mineral accumulating plants.

Produce no waste: Use waste products from the house and farm as inputs.

Use small and slow solutions: Use deep rooted plants, minimal digging and no tread to 
gradually relieve compression and restore natural soil structure.

Use and value diversity: Have a diversity of plants producing diverse colourful salads.
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1. Shelves for seed trays, made from reclaimed wood, with copper bands round the legs 
to deter slugs. Placed on a patch of ground that was not particularly fertile and a little 
compacted. It is also close to the door for frequent watering. It is an L shape to make best
use of space.

2. Liquid feed made from nettles, horsetail and comfrey growing in surrounding field, in
a reclaimed plastic barrel. Placed near the door where green material is brought in.

3. Wind netting at either end of the polytunnel.

4. Path heavily mulched with waste cardboard from houses and straw from farm. At the 
edge of the polytunnel as a weed barrier.

5. Bed edging made from reused glass bottles, from the house and neighbours.

6. Slug traps made from reused humous pots and waste beer from home brewing, these 
are moved around depending on where the most vulnerable plants are, or where slug 
damage is occurring.

7. Stepping stones, old bricks and stones from the field

8. Raised no-dig bed, soil added from the paths, horse maure and green mulch of 
comfrey and nettles. Taller or shade liking plants to the north, smaller, sunloving plants 
to the south.

9. Small bed making use of fertile patch, to be planted with plants requiring frequent 
attention as it is near the door.



Plant requirements

The next stage was to design planting in detail:

All plants are to provide salad, greens and other vegetables to me or the farmer and should be a diverse mix of:

Quick growing
Long cropping
Hardy in winter
Roots relieving compaction
Producing large amounts of mild tasting leaves
Adding strong colours and flavours to salads
Nitrogen fixing
Low growing and tolerating some shade

Some examples of the most useful plants chosen are:

Lucern -Young leaves are good in salad, roots relieve compaction, N-fixer.

Runner beans -Provides vegetable and bright flowers for salads, roots relieving compaction, N-fixer.

Peas -Quickly produces shoots for salads as well as pods, flowers for salads, supplies shoots in winter, N-fixer.

Beetroot -Quickly produces masses of pleasant leaves, can be cut repeatedly, provides some bonus beets.

Mizuna -Produces masses of leaves followed by masses of flowers, supplies leaves in winter.

Lamb's lettuce -Low growing and tolerates shade, can grow among taller plants, supplies winter leaves.

Nasturtium -Spicy leaves and flowers produced all summer, may benefit other plants by repelling pests.

Full list of plants tried in the first year:

Leaves N-Fixers Cooking greens Flowers & herbs Other

Mizuna Peas Orache Marigold Spring onion

Komatsuna Runner beans Swiss chard Lobelia Early carrots

Mitsuba French beans Spinach Nasturtium Tomato

Pakchoi Lucern Kale Basil Cucumber

Tatsoi Parsley Chillies

Mustard Coriander

Red perilla

Leaf radish

Rocket

Lettuce

Lambs lettuce

Cress

Endive

Chicory

Purslane

Miners lettuce

Beetroot
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The arrangement of plants was designed with the tallest and shade tolerant along the north side and the shortest 
and sun loving nearer the south side. Lucern was scattered throughout the bed but particularly down the line of 
compacted soil where the path was previously. An example planting profile is shown below:

Runner beans

Mizuna

Orach

Swiss chard
Lettuce Nasturtium

Lambs lettuce Lucern Green mulch Beetroot
(for leaf )

Implement
Implementation Plan

I drew up a very basic implementation plan; this was a small project and the implementation went smoothly and 
as planned:

When What Resources needed

December Move topsoil from paths onto bed Spade

December Edge bed Bottles, pointed stake, mallet

December Manure bed Wheel barrow, fork, manure

January Mulch paths Cardboard, straw, wheel barrow

January Add stepping stones Bricks, stones, wheel barrow

January Draw up sowing schedule Computer, reference books

February Find wood (freecycle, skips?) Bike and trailer

February Build shelves Screws, drill, screw driver, wood, copper tape

February Check stock of seeds, Order seeds £

February Put up wind netting Wind netting, tacks, hammer

March Begin sowing Seeds, seed trays, compost, watering can

March Set up slug traps Waste beer, reused containers
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Maintain

Regular maintenance

I found the polytunnel a pleasant place to be so tended to spend short periods in it every day. I did not set a strict
maintenance schedule, but roughly followed this pattern:

Watering: main bed -a good soak once a week in hot weather, seedlings every 3 days

Weeding: daily for short periods while harvesting for own use. Big weed to tackle thistles once a week

Slugs: Redo traps every 2-3 weeks, hand picking in evening if damage is particularly bad (rarely was)

Harvest: Daily for personal use. Weekly to produce salad bags for farmer.

Sowing: Following sowing schedule, extract below.

Green mulch: Replace every 3 weeks

Sowing/cropping plan

Below is an extract of my sowing plan, solid colours show potential cropping time, this helped me to identify 
when gaps might appear as a crop finished and plan other sowings around it.

Annual maintenance plan 

October/November: Mulch with manure or compost

Mulch anything that needs protection with straw

February: Re-mulch paths, removing compost from paths onto bed if this has built up

March: Clean polytunnel with vinegar to remove mildew

Repair any winter damage to cover

April: Add green mulch once enough material is available

August/September: Collect seeds and save in dry place
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Evaluate & Tweak
Initial evaluation June 2010

Observations

Weeds: Weed control is taking a lot of maintenance (thistles and couch grass), but is not unsustainable: it feels 
like it's worth it. Taking the weedy soil from the paths may have been a mistake. Mulch paths seem to be working
though.

Slugs: Not too bad, traps are working, mizuna and french beans are the things most eaten

Growing: Everything is growing very well. Lucern works very well growing among other stuff if it's regularly 
trimmed. Direct sowings took over seed tray sowings. Lots of bolting but flowers e.g. mizuna, radish, are working
well in salads. Plenty green mulch material around, though I have not been making use of it. The polytunnel gets 
so warm that even sun loving plants do well in a bit of shade.

Water: Plants seem to respond well to being allowed to dry out between watering. Organic matter and ground 
cover seem to be helping water retention.

Other: Wind netting made a big difference.

Tweaks

• Continue weeding routine, see if things improve
• Allow bolting of plants with tasty flowers
• Use green manure
• Mix plant heights more, tall ones do not all have to be to the north

October 2010

What went well?

• Produced large amounts of beautiful salad, the farmer was very pleased with it

• Weeds were initially hard work, but thistles eventually gave up and mulched paths worked

• Did not need to water too often

• Tunnel was a pleasant environment in which to work

• Soil did not get tired towards end of season, lucern worked very well.

• Slugs did not get out of control

• Plants which worked especially well: nasturtiums, lucern, mizuna, leaf radish, peas, lambs lettuce, 
beetroot, orach

• Learned a lot about growing salad, including some things that I didn't know could go in salads, 
especially some of the flowers

• Collected a lot of seed towards the end of the season

What didn't work or was difficult?

• Weeds were hard to control at first; putting weedy soil onto the bed may have been a mistake

• I let a lot of lettuce bolt before I had sown replacements

• Mostly due to bolting I had peaks and troughs of yield

• The farmer did not buy as much as expected and I had a huge excess

• Due to lack of experience I couldn't look at the tunnel and estimate how much there was to harvest, this 
meant I lacked confidence to approach buyers and contributed to waste
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• Seed trays did not always do well, often direct sowings caught up

• To much of some things (e.g. chard) not enough of others (e.g. rocket)

• No one likes chicory and endive leaves

• Some mildew

Do-differentlys/Tweaks

• Approach local shop about selling salad next year

• Grow more peas, rocket, beetroots and less chard, chicory and endive

• More direct sowings (it's less work and it works better)

• Plant less densely to allow more air flow

• Only water in the morning

Lessons for future projects

• Mulched paths as a weed barrier and growing lucern among other plants, for N-fixing and compaction 
relief, were new ideas for me that I would definitely use again

• When growing annuals I need to be aware of bolting and the need to sow replacements

• It is very difficult to judge yields without experience

• When selling produce I should have a contingency plan incase a buyer falls through

• Pretty salads are popular; I could sell them easily and would like to grow them again

Costs

Actual costs

Straw bales x 4 £10

20hrs labour for set up

~210 hrs maintenance labour (7hrs a week for 30wks; estimated, not recorded)

Note: buying a new polytunnel of this size would cost around £800, surplus seeds and salad bags were also 
provided free of charge

Estimated annual costs

Straw bales x 4 £10

Seed £40 (variable depending how much seed is saved)

Salad bags £20

Vinegar 4L £6

(to treat cover for mildew)           ________

£76 (could drop to £40 if seed saving routine established)
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Actual yield

Summer: 300x 300g salad bags @£2 £600

Other veg used by house to value of £100 (estimated, not recorded)

_______

£700

Minus the actual costs (£10) this values my labour for set up and maintenance (230 hrs) at £3/hr

I feel this yield is far below the potential of the tunnel, no winter yields are included and in the summer large 
amounts of salad were wasted and sowings were not frequent enough (see evaluation on page 80). I hoped to 
apply the lessons learned during the first season to produce a more reliable yield in 2011, to sell my surplus 
locally and to get a more accurate idea of the potential yields of the project. Unfortunately the snow in November
2010 first blocked access to the polytunnel then caused the frame to buckle. The farmer does not intend to 
replace the polytunnel. 

Conclusion
I enjoyed the project and feel the design worked well; I learned a great deal from it. Given the opportunity I 
would have had a more reliable yield this season, and now have the confidence to try to sell my surplus locally. 
The best outcome of this project is that I now grow far more interesting and colourful salad for myself and my 
family. 
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